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About This Game

Susan is back again in the middle of problems of epic proportions deep in the Lost Lands. Weather cataclysm, mythical
creatures, ancient legends - these and more stands before the main hero of the Lost Lands.

"Lost Lands: Ice Spell" is a fantasy-world adventure game with lots of hidden-objects, mini-games and puzzles to solve.

The cold has come to the Lost Lands in the middle of the summer. Folk are hiding inside, trying to warm their homes. All the
living is frozen, all the flowers are gone, the crops are dead and the birds are running for their lives. Old people say: "The spirit

of the Frozen Mountains has awoken..."
But nobody expects the reason be dug deep in the ancient history of the Lost Lands, when the world was young. And yet an

ancient force was awaken by the common from our world.
Wizard Maaron has called upon the only link between both worlds - Susan.

Explore over 50 stunning locations
Complete over 40 fun and challenging mini-games

Challenge yourself with interactive hidden object scenes and original puzzles
Assemble collections, gather morphing objects, and gain achievements
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Whoa, this game is horrible. This is just slightly better than its prequel. Controls are still ♥♥♥♥ed up, voice acting is still
terrible, graphics are irrelevant for this kind of game, but it still bugs me how bad this game was made overall. Bad
programming at its best.
I had to force myself through this game, through this torture, just for the sake of the plot which wasn't even that good. Holmes
conclusion is the only good moment in this game. They even ♥♥♥♥ed up the cinematics.. B R I N G JS B A C K ! While
players able to play Half-Life that created at B.C 1200 and still playable right? And why can't we play Z1 JS? Just bring it back
and make sure that it last long to end of the world. T H A N K S.. It's aged, but kinda fun. Go play Battlestations: Pacific, it's
better in mechanics, graphics, and easier to understand.

I sadly say you can skip this one, unless you're some sort of super fan.. I wasn't expecting much, but this would be terrible even
if it were a $1 mobile game.. Even though the game is at its infancy, it can already provide lots of entertainment. It feels exactly
like you would expect it to feel, i.e. calming and cool. The zero g aspects and locomotion of this game are spot on, with the
exception of the home station having friction in movement for extra comfort when navigating the menu in the middle of the
base.

The game's rough around the edges, but there are no game breaking bugs, and if there are, they get patched out very quickly.
There is lots of potential for the game as well, and considering the previous products of Overflow, they can be trusted in terms
of meeting it.

You can see from the trailer that the game relies on text-to-speech elements, which might make the game feel low quality, but
you eventually stop noticing it.

The game itself is difficult, but not in a bad way. Currently, Newbies might die a dozen times on their first playthrough, be it
from poor resource management or enemies.
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The game actually surprised me. Usually i wouldn´t touch this kind of game at all, but i got a free review copy of it, so i checked
it out and tried to give it a chance.
Neither the graphic style nor the general gameplay loop is appealing to me, so i would have never picked it up otherwise. I tried
to ignore all that and just went into it without much expectations and i have to say, it surprised me in a positive way and I ended
up playing it for a couple hours and that in itself is already impressive.

You can tell there is still a lot of work to be done for a finished product, but it was already enjoyable. Had a few issues getting
the Twitchstream commands to work and hopped into the Devs Discord. They helped me fairly quickly so that is another plus in
my book.

As i said earlier, i am not a huge fan of cartoon graphics, but the animations and assets look solid to me and nothing really
stands out.
The sounddesign really stood out to me. I genuinely like all the cute sounds the monsters make, even when they get thrown at
you. Made me giggle a couple times.

Personally i find the Gameplay to be too hard, but that is mainly due to me beeing horrible at these kind of games. I still had a
fun time exploring the different characters. It just wouldn´t be fair to give the game a bad review, because i am about as
dexterous as a toaster.
It is still early access, so i guess all of this can still change. I will definately check it out again later.

The general gameplay loop still needs some polish and the occasional balance change has to be made.
At this point in time i´d say "wait for a sale" unless you are truely into this. In a few months this should be a overall fun game..
Bought this game and cannot play it!! Very unhappy that i paid for a game and cant even play it!! :(
. The most common concern people have for this game is the game-breaking glitches. Yes, they happen. However, I bring good
news. With the current version, I have yet to have a playthrough ruined by a glitch. Granted, it sometimes takes some
troubleshooting, but in the end I found it worth it. Nostalgia is an important element in this game, and I feel Two Brothers used
it to weave new stories rather than dwell on old ones. If you are really on the fence about this game, I would wait for the
Director's Cut of this game to be released. I found the game, as it currently is, to still be immersive and memorable.. Feeling
nostalgic for Outrun and the 90s? This game will fix you right up.

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1752692657

Songs are punctuated with the audible click of a tape deck snapping shut. You've got guest rivals like Bob Ross, the tofu guy
from Initial D, and even Zubaz managed to sneak in.

The game dodges many of the problems from its precursor games. Crashing into objects is more of an embarrassment than a
soul-crushing defeat and slamming into rival cars can be used to boost your own speed as you continue occupying their
slipstream. I just love the art style, brilliant spritework will always outshine mediocre polygons.

There's a ton of tiny easter eggs and I don't want to spoil them in this review. Just do yourself a favor and give this game a try..
>Be me, an edgy kid who just discovered maymays
>Crash plane into the casino
>lol geddit i just reinacted 9\/11
>i'm a failed abortion. good lahh uhhh mantapp< apalagi maeninnya pas malem, joss banget. Don't be fooled, this route is
exactly the same as "Hagen to Siegen", another one of the original Rail Simulator routes. So what's so bad about this route, eh?
Why do I even mention "bad" as the main topic? Well... go find yourself a few pictures of the railway first. You'll then discover
that it looks nothing like it! I believe this is the worst of the originals. There are so many things missing from the route,
landmarks to little details, if you were to go on the real thing, you wouldn't know it was that route.

I do not drive on this route as it is not interesting and not fun.

Lets talk about the included (intended) stock for the route...

BR 52 - one of the better trains in Rail Simulator with a higher quality and better sounds than most others.
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BR 294 - another good model with average sounds.

BR 143 - the basic version of Vr's BR 143 which is also a drivable Steuerwagen.

BR 101 - an Intercity unit capable of 200km\/h on a slow route like that? This trains has been reused and reused and reused with
little changed over the years. There's only two addons by DTG to my knowledge that don't reuse it; Hamburg to Lubeck and
Mannheim to Karlsruhe. The BR 101's exsistence in this route has caused it to be the most reused train in this game and also
caused us to miss out on many things that would've most likely been added, had it been new.

Wagons - they're basic and look awful.

Coaches - the traffic Red DB Regio coaches are... alright but the BR 143 pack has better ones or you can find even better ones
at RW0381. The Blue Regio and Intercity coaches look terrible. There's absolutely nothing good I can say about them. Just don't
use them - the modeling is completely incorrect. Again, RW0381 have made much better versions of all.

However, I do recommend this route for one reason. "Hagen to Siegen v3" is on RailSim.de and requires this route. It is so
much better than this and also a much higher standard than the current DTG German routes.
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